
An impressive single-legged table in two formats, round and squared, and a chair with an iconic 
soul are the latest additions to the SOLANAS family, one of the most ground-breaking collections of 
the most recent seasons of GANDIABLASCO. A per fect tandem to form cosy shared atmospheres in 
the fresh air. This col lection, designed by Daniel Germani and inspired by the outdoor scenes of his 
childhood summers with his family on the Solanas beach in Uruguay, is once again expanded with 
proposals for minimalist aesthetics and curvil inear forms.

THE SOLANAS SERIES IS EXPANDED WITH NEW DESIGNS

Designed by Daniel Germani for GANDIABLASCO

The new SOLANAS table comes with two options that change both the geometry of the leg and 
its splendid tabletop: the square shape with rounded edges (140 x 140 cm) or the circular shape 
(140 cm in diameter). For extreme durabil i ty, i ts organic lines take shape in thermo-lacquered 
welded aluminium profiles – in 16 shades – and in special outdoor porcelain material Dekton® by 
Cosentino with a sur face thickness of 12 mm and available in 11 colours.  



The new SOLANAS chair stands out for the characterist ic micro-per forated sheet metal of the series, 
which is combined with Dekton® and is very comfor table due to the volume and quality of i ts 
polyurethane foam seat mats covered with water-repellent fabric – removable and available in al l 
GANDIABLASCO fabrics, including the innovative PATIO outdoor fabric from the prestigious firm 
Kvadrat for a very elegant and exclusive finish –.

The thermo-lacquered welded aluminium structures of al l SOLANAS pieces are presented in a wide 
range of colours – from white to black, including gold or the new quartz grey and bott le green – to 
adapt to al l types of tastes, needs and contract and residential spaces. Infini te possibil i t ies when 
the many shades of the texti les and Dekton® sur faces chart offered by GANDIABLASCO also come 
into play.

I t is not the first t ime that SOLANAS has added addit ional elements since i ts launch. Due to i ts 
excel lent reception, last season unique pieces l ike a round chil l bed, an architectural armchair, a 
high table, a sideboard, a ver t ical mirror, a deckchair and some lanterns joined the series. With al l 
this, SOLANAS is positioned as a very complete collection of designs of refined aesthetics in which 
each constructive detail is thought out with precision to offer intimacy, durabili ty and well-being 
both indoors and outdoors.



Daniel Germani:
Daniel Germani is the creative director and founder of Daniel 
Germani Designs, a firm specialising in custom-made modern 
furniture, interior design and architectural renovation. After 
obtaining his architecture degree in Argentina, Daniel spent eight 
years in Europe working on several creative and entrepreneurial 
projects. While his company is based in Phoenix, Arizona, 
Daniel travels the world doing collaborative design work with 
world leading brands such as Cosentino, Brown Jordan Outdoor 
Kitchens and Riva 1920. Daniel Germani has participated in the 
world’s leading industry conferences and trade shows such as the 
World Design Summit in Montreal, Clerkenwell Design Week in 
London and KBIS 2017 and 2018. His aesthetics are influenced 
by Bauhaus, Oscar Niemeyer, Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe 
and Frank Lloyd Wright, and his philosophy is simple: good design 
should always be honest and inspiring.
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Daniel Germani
Welded thermo-lacquered aluminium. Microperforated metal sheet. Dekton®. 
Polyurethane foam covered with water-repellent fabric.  
White, Agate grey, Sand, Gold, Bronze, Beige red, Orange brown, Wine red, Blue grey, 
Grey blue, Cement grey, Bottle green, Anthracite, Quartz grey, Grey brown y Black.
Nautica, Soft, Warm.
Chair: 58x56x74h cm
Table: 140x140x76h cm / Ø140x76h cm
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About GANDIABLASCO
GANDIABLASCO is the outdoor furniture brand from the Gandia Blasco Group, a family owned business based in Valencia 
(Spain), founded in 1941 as a blankets manufacturer. In the mid-90s, José A. Gandía-Blasco Canales, the company´s current 
President and Creative Director, introduced design in all areas of the company, focusing his interest on the development 
of furniture and outdoor accessories with a distinct architectural character. The expression of a lifestyle inspired by his 
Mediterranean roots transcended to products. Since then, the creation of simple and elegant outdoor spaces has set 
the company´s direction. The quality of their designs and the use of luxury materials has made way for collaborations 
with architects and designers of international prestige. Currently, the GANDIABLASCO brand has reached more than 75 
countries and is internationally recognised for the quality of its furniture and the creation of contemporary environments that 
reflect its passion for outdoor living.

1941-2021: 80th Anniversary of Gandia Blasco Group
Gandia Blasco Group celebrates in 2021 its 80th year since its birth: a trajectory of eight decades marked by constant 
reinvention and the creative sensibility needed to create confidence in its design at all levels.
Founded in 1941 by José Gandía Blasco, Gandia Blasco Group is a family-owned company that has reached its third 
generation and is currently present in 75 countries through its distinct brands. GANDIABLASCO, GAN and DIABLA have all 
succeeded in building a solid and recognizable identity in their respective areas: from furniture and outdoor spaces design 
to the creation and production of handmade designer rugs.
Coinciding with its 80th anniversary, the company continues its expansion into key international markets and is preparing 
the opening of its new single-brand store on Ortega y Gasset street in Madrid, destined to become its principal flagship in 
Europe alongside its emblematic headquarters in Ontinyent (Valencia), La Casa Gandiablasco. 

https://www.facebook.com/gandiablasco
https://twitter.com/gandiablasco
https://www.pinterest.es/gandiablasco/
https://www.instagram.com/gandiablasco_official/
https://www.youtube.com/user/gandiablascosa

